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Executive Summary
The paper reports on a three-week activity in July 2019 which explored aspects of the 2018 ACS
Technical Whitepapers on Privacy preserving Data Sharing. The three-week activity further developed
frameworks explored in a similar event in February 2019. Both events attempted to develop a Personal
Information Factor (PIF) and developing Data Safety factors based on the description in the technical
whitepapers. The PIF and frameworks were evaluated on open datasets and synthetic datasets.
Conclusion 1: The use case for data strongly influences the risk framework for data safety and the
methods (aggregation, generalisation, obfuscation, perturbation) appropriate for increasing data
safety.
Conclusion 2: Development of a meaningful measure for Personal Information Factor (PIF) is feasible.
Information theoretic metrics such as PIF show promise as a way to measure the privacy risk of unit
record data for aggregated, generalised or obfuscated data, and can be enhanced to cover perturbed
data. Additional work would need to be done to relate the privacy risk metric to the legal definition of
privacy, and the assumed attacker model.
Conclusion 3: Development of a meaningful measure of relative Utility is feasible for datasets which
have been protected through aggregation, generalisation, obfuscation and perturbation. Information
Theoretic metrics based on Mutual Information (between original and protected datasets) show
promise.
Conclusion 4: Dealing with “trajectories” is a critical problem for the release and use of datasets.
Development of means to deal with datasets linked to form a trajectory are possible. The methods
explored shows some promise, however the complexity of the approaches may limit real-world
implementation.
Conclusion 5: Understanding the relationship between different features in a dataset helps to identify
those features which pose the highest risk of reidentification and those which have the greatest
impact on utility after protection methods are applied.
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1. BACKGROUND
1.1 The Problem
Future Smart Services for homes, factories, cities, and governments rely on sharing of large volumes
of often personal data between individuals and organisations, or between individuals and
governments. The benefit is the ability to create locally optimised or individually personalised services
based on personal preference, as well as an understanding of the wider network of users and providers.
Despite these benefits, data sharing remains a challenge for several privacy-based reasons:






There is currently no way to unambiguously determine if there is personal information in
aggregated data. De-identification and aggregation are common approaches used to reduce the
level of personal information in a dataset when linking or releasing. Different deidentification
approaches and different levels of aggregation are used by organisations depending on a
perceived value of an associated risk. The implications of this are profound when thinking of the
use cases which come in and out of scope depending on the level of aggregation used.
Concerns raised by Privacy advocates as the capability of data analytics increases. When the
number of datasets used to create a service or address a policy challenge increases to hundreds
or thousands, the complexity of the problem may rapidly exceed the ability of human judgement
to determine if the combined data (or the insights generated from them) contain personal
information.
Context: A linked dataset may have low information content for one observer, and high for
another who brings with them their unique knowledge and history. What in a limited context may
be the identification of any single individual (“any” anyone), may become identifiable with an
actual individual (an actual “someone”).
1.2 Personal Information

Personal data covers a very wide field and is described differently in different parts of the world. For
example, in NSW:
“… personal information means information or an opinion (including information or an opinion
forming part of a database and whether or not recorded in a material form) about an
individual whose identity is apparent or can reasonably be ascertained from the information
or opinion”.
The legal tests for personal information generally relate to the situation where an individual identity
can “..reasonably be ascertained”. The definition is very broad and in principle covers any information
that relates to an identifiable, living individual for 30 years after their death.
1.3 A Modified “Five Safes” Framework
In September 2017, the Australian Computer Society (ACS) released a technical whitepaper which
explored the challenges of data sharing1. The paper highlighted that one fundamental challenge for
the creation of smart services is addressing the question of whether a set of datasets contains personal
information. Determining the answer to this question is a major challenge as the act of combining
datasets creates information. The paper further proposed a modified version of the “Five Safes”
framework2 for data sharing which attempts to quantify different thresholds for “Safe”. In November
See ACS website, available online https://www.acs.org.au/content/dam/acs/acs-publications/ACS_Data-SharingFrameworks_FINAL_FA_SINGLE_LR.pdf (accessed 7th March 2019)
2 T. Desai, F. Ritchie, R. Welpton, “Five Safes: designing data access for research”, October 2016,
"http://www.nss.gov.au/nss/home.NSF/533222ebfd5ac03aca25711000044c9e/b691218a6fd3e55fca257af700076681/$FILE/The%20Five
%20Safes%20Framework.%20ABS.pdf (accessed 7th March 2019)
1
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2018, the ACS released a second technical whitepaper on Privacy Preserving Frameworks 3 which
evolved the concepts introduced in the first paper.
The whitepapers introduced several conceptual frameworks for practical data sharing including an
adapted version of the “Five Safes” framework. Several organisations around the world including the
Australian Bureau of Statistics use the Five Safes framework to help make decisions about effective
use of data which is confidential or sensitive (including; because of the presence of personal
information).
1.4 A Personal Information Factor
The ACS Technical whitepapers explored a hypothetical parameter, the “Personal Information Factor”
(PIF) which was a measure of the personal information in a linked, deidentified dataset or in the
outputs of analysis.
A PIF of 1 means sufficient personal information exists to identify an individual: the total personal
information (PI) is personally identifiable (PII). A value of 0 means there is no personal information. It
is important to note that the PIF described is not a technique for anonymisation: rather, it is a heuristic
measure of potential risk of reidentification.
The PIF for both data and outputs is described based on:
 A measure of the information content of the dataset used to conduct analysis or the output
of the analysis (the simplest analysis may be sharing of data);
 The uniqueness of the most unique individual (group) in the dataset or output;
 Additional information required by the observer to be able to identify an individual from the
data or outputs.
Figure 1 shows how PIF may be considered when project data or outputs have been released into a
range of different environments, from those which can be controlled to the broadest possible
environment, open data. With open data, there is no control over who accesses the dataset or the
analysis outputs, and which additional datasets can be combined with the outputs.

3

See ACS website, available online https://www.acs.org.au/content/dam/acs/acs-publications/Privacy%20in%20Data%20Sharing%20%20final%20version.pdf (accessed 7th March 2019)
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Figure 1. Real world context for evaluating PIF

1.5 Framework for Considering PIF
An attacker or threat model is adopted as summarised in Figure 2. This is motivated by the fact that
with every dataset released, there is an increase in the information available about a person. However,
not every reidentification event is of the same severity. For example, learning that person X's previous
year’s income was between $50k to $150k reveals less personal information than learning the exact
figure. So instead of focusing on the individual’s reidentification risk, the framework computes the
potential data gain for each field (individual value, for example, one individual’s salary) in the dataset.
The framework then allows the user to:
 reason about risks on a per-feature (per-column in the table) basis,
 find risks of particular individuals (rows in the table),
 identify comparatively high-risk individuals,
 inform anonymisation efforts on where to focus, and
 compare different anonymisation strategies.
Formalising the threat model by using a concept from cryptography: the attacker model. An attacker
is a person who has access to the dataset and to some additional information about a particular
individual. They wish to locate that individual in the dataset to learn more information about them.
Knowing the true strength of a potential attacker is difficult as it is hard to correctly quantify the
auxiliary information available to the attacker.
In the absence of better information, an attacker can be modelled as very powerful: they know every
feature of a person aside from the one they are attempting to find. Nonetheless, models that are less
strong are also possible: we could assume that they know some but not all features, or that they are
not fully certain in the information that they have. Using this approach, the quantified concepts of Cell
Information Gain (CIG) and Row Information Gain (RIG) were developed in the February 2019 event
(see Appendix A for further information).
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Figure 2. Overview Approach

1.6 Data Sets Used
Three core datasets were used in the competition, a number of synthetic datasets and open datasets
were used (see Appendix for more details and samples):


Dataset 1 – Inmate Admissions (United States open dataset)
Inmate admissions with attributes (race, gender, legal status, top charge). Unit record level
with unique identifier of inmates. An inmate can have multiple charges, status, admission
time, and discharged time. 301,748 rows and 7 columns, with 148k unique inmate ID’s.



Dataset 2 – Open Parking and Camera Violations (United States open dataset)
This dataset contains Open Parking and Camera Violations issued by the City of New York
Record level on vehicle plate number with violation, and issue date. One vehicle plate can
have multiple violations over time. 39.4m rows and 19 columns



Dataset 3 – Air BNB Sydney Listings (commercial open dataset)
Publicly available information pooled by Inside Airbnb, with host ID, name, property listings,
price, coordinates, text description.



Dataset 4 - NYC Green Taxi Trip Data (United States open dataset)
The green taxi trip records include fields pick-up and drop-off dates/times, pick-up and dropoff locations, trip distances, itemized fares, rate types, payment types, and driver-reported
passenger counts.



Dataset 5 - ATO Taxation Individual Statistics (Australian open datasets)
Aggregated individual taxation statistics by industry consisting financial year 2013-14, 201415, 2015-16, and 2016-17 (four separate datasets combined). Included are description of
industry, amount of tax, taxable income, Medicare levy and superannuation.



Dataset 6 - Synthetic NAPLAN Test Result Data (Synthetic dataset)
Randomly generated unit record level of student performance on the NAPLAN test. Each
record has a student’s name, country of birth, year level, one parent’s occupation group,
School ID, and the test results in the form of bands. The randomly generated test result
consists of reading, spelling, grammar and punctuation, writing, and numerical literacy. Data
is randomly generated however adheres to the major statistical properties of the original
dataset.
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Dataset 7 - Synthetic Hospital Admissions Data (Synthetic dataset)
Randomly generated dataset with fields including personal information (name, address, DOB,
occupation) as well as medical diagnosis from GBD 4 (Global Burden of Disease). The
prevalence distribution of the medical conditions by age group and gender in Australia can be
accessed using tools provided by GHDx5. Unit record level detail (synthetic) patients admitted
to the hospital with diagnosis details, date of birth, gender, occupation, and address. Each
individual synthetic patient has a trajectory of different visit time and diagnosis.



Dataset 8 - Synthetic NSW People Matter Employee Survey (PMES) (Synthetic dataset)
Randomly generated dataset with fields including demographic attributes of the survey
respondents (education level, age group, disability status, employment status, gender, LGBTI
status, and ethnical diversity) along with the Likert scale responses to the survey questions.



Dataset 9 – Synthetic NSW Workforce Profile Data (Synthetic dataset)
Randomly generated dataset with fields including personal information (DOB, gender, country
of birth, minority group status, highest education level, and disability status. Each individual
synthetic government employee has a trajectory of changes in remuneration, legislation code,
salary band, and standard weekly full-time hours over three years.
1.7 Directed Ideation Series - How it Worked

The Directed Ideation is intended to bring to life some of the major aspects of the Data Sharing
frameworks described in the 2018 ACS Technical Whitepaper and advanced in the February 2019
Directed Ideation. Over a three-week period in July 2019, teams competed to develop risk frameworks
based on the PIF, evaluate how “safe” each dataset was, and to create “safer” versions of each dataset.
The teams were also encouraged to improve the way PIF and Utility are determined and to explore
improved ways of dealing with datasets with trajectories.
The summary of tasks for teams is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Challenge Tasks
4
5

See https://www.who.int/healthinfo/global_burden_disease/about/en/ (accessed July 2019).
See http://ghdx.healthdata.org/gbd-results-tool (accessed July 2019).
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Run as a competition, a total of 16 people worked in teams on a number of tasks each week. At the
end of the first week, a down-selection process took place (see Figure 4) with teams growing in size
but reducing in number. In the final round of the competition, three approaches were presented from
3 colourfully named teams:




Team 1 – Good Fighters (GoFi)
Team 2 – Baysically Measure Zero (BaMeZe)
Team 3 – Privately Concerned (PriCo)

Each team approach was the result of several approaches combined and refined through direction
from judges at the end of the previous round.

Figure 4. Competition Rounds
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2. STARTING POINT
2.1 Personal Information Factor – A Starting Point
Development of the Personal Information Factor was a goal of the Directed Ideation and it was
expected to evolve during the course of the event.
The starting point was based on the concepts of information gain developed by the teams in the
February 2019 event (see Appendix A for more detail).
Cell Information Gain (CIG) is used to quantify the reidentification risk for each piece of personal
information. Every cell belongs to a row, and every row represents information about a person. We
imagine that an attacker is attempting to reidentify a person to find the value of the cell whose CIG
we are determining. We assume the attacker knows every feature of this person except this one cell.
Its CIG is then defined as the KL-divergence of the attacker’s prior and posterior beliefs for the true
value of that cell.
The CIG is calculated (in bits) as

By summing the CIG for every row, or individual, of the table to obtain a Row Information Gain (RIG).
It measures how susceptible a particular individual is to having their information revealed through
reidentification in the dataset.
Similarly, by summing the CIG for every row to find the Feature Information Gain (FIG) for that feature.
The FIG is a measure, in bits, of the reidentification risk of a feature. It can help us to identify the
features that are the highest risk to include in a dataset.
2.2 Mutual Information as a Measure of Utility
In probability theory and information theory, the mutual information (MI) of two random variables is
a measure of the mutual dependence between the two variables. More specifically, it quantifies the
"amount of information" (in bits) obtained about one random variable through observing the other
random variable. The concept of mutual information is intricately linked to that of entropy of a
random variable, a fundamental notion in information theory that quantifies the expected "amount
of information" held in a random variable.
Not limited to linear dependence like the correlation coefficient, MI is more general and determines
how similar the joint distribution of the pair (X,Y) is to the product of the marginal distributions of X
and Y. MI is the expected value of the pointwise mutual information (PMI) and is known as information
gain (or loss).
𝐼(𝑋; 𝑌) =

𝑝(
∈

, ) (𝑥, 𝑦)log

∈

𝑝(

, ) (𝑥, 𝑦)

𝑝( ) (𝑥)𝑝( ) (𝑦)

In this Directed Ideation, MI was normalised to values between 0 and 1 by dividing it against the
mutual information of the original data itself I(X; X) to produce a measure of utility µ for a “Safer”
version of a dataset compared to the original dataset.
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A utility of 1 implies no information loss and ideal utility. A value of 0 implies complete information
loss and no utility in the resultant dataset. Figure 5 shows a simple example of Utility declining as a
feature “age” is aggregated in a dataset.

Figure 5. Example of decrease in Utility and PIF as "age" is aggregated into broader bins

2.3 Dealing with Trajectories – A Starting Point
Development of the means to accommodate trajectories (linked rows) was a further goal of the
Directed Ideation and it was expected to evolve during the course of the Directed Ideation. The
starting point however was based on subsequence decomposition which considered both continuous
and non-continuous sub-sequences of all features which could be used to create a trajectory. For
example, with the hospital admissions dataset, a trajectory for each patient could be constructed
based on time of visit, hospital venue or reason for admission. Each of these features, or combinations
of them could be used to identify a unique trajectory for the individual. If the full sequence of visits
was not known, but knowledge of a unique ordering of visits existed (even without knowledge of visits
between stages of this unique ordering), then it is possible to identify a unique trajectory.
The overall approach is outlined below:





Every individual has a linked set of rows which forms a sequence. Each of these linked rows
has a number of features which could form a trajectory in isolation or as groups.
Find all possible (continuous and non-continuous) sub-sequences from the main sequence.
Group them into 1-step, 2-step, …. N-step sub-sequences.
For each possible sub-sequence in the dataset and each number of steps, determine the
number of individuals with this sub-sequence.
The sub-sequences with the greatest privacy risk are those associated with only one individual
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Determine the maximum allowed number of steps that does not contain only one individual.
Repeat this process for all features which can form a trajectory.

A worked example for the dataset 1 (Inmate admissions) is shown in Figure 6. The prison sites “DE”,
“CS” refer to individual venues. The full sequences are provided for each individual inmate, and for
non-trivial sequences, it can readily be seen that the number of length n sequences can be calculated
from the number of unique venue transitions (continuous and non-continuous) as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 6. Sample of Inmate Admissions dataset with trajectory based on prison site

Figure 7. Worked example calculating number of sub-sequences of differing lengths

This approach highlights the challenge of datasets with trajectory characteristics. In the Inmate
Admissions example above, the length of known (continuous or non-continuous) subsequence is only
length 3 before 39 unique records can be identified. At length 4, this rises to 410 unique records.
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3

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MUTUAL INFORMATION AND PIF
3.1 Assessing Features in a Dataset Based on Feature Information Gain (FIG)

The concept of Cell Information Gain is based on a KL-Divergence measure of information gained (in
bits) of an attacker who gains knowledge of an actual cell value compared to the prior believed value
of that cell. This concept allows us to consider individual features from the perspective of risk of
reidentification. Figure 8 shows the minimum, maximum, average and quartile band values for
features in dataset 6 (synthetic NAPLAN test results data). This figure shows that school ID and data
of birth (DOB) are high risk features from a reidentification perspective. Country of birth however is a
relatively low risk factor for most individuals in the dataset population except for a small number for
whom it is a high-risk factor. This highlights the real-world challenge of outliers in a dataset being
susceptible to reidentification. Gender is seen to be low risk for the entire population indicating a
balance of genders in the dataset population.

Figure 8. FIG bands for features of dataset 6 (Synthetic NAPLAN Test Result Data)

As the numerical valued features in the dataset are aggregated, the values of the FIG bands change as
shown in Figure 9. The aggregation performed in this example considers every feature to be
independent. As features are aggregated, the FIG change in almost all bands. Nonetheless, the
challenge of outliers remains indicating that further aggregation is required.

Figure 9. FIG bands for aggregated features of dataset 6 (Synthetic NAPLAN Test Result Data)
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3.2 Feature Dependence
The concept of Cell Information Gain is based on a KL-Divergence measure of information gained (see
Appendix A) when an attacker learns the true value of a cell as opposed to the prior assumed value. If
the learned value and prior values are the same, there is no information gain (0 bits).
Throughout the various phases of the exercise, the ability to infer information between features has
been largely ignored. The introduction of the concept of “mutual information” allowed an exploration
of feature dependence and gave insights into which features represented the highest risk of
reidentification. The significance of feature dependence is that it impacts the incremental level of
information gained once the true value of a feature is learned.
Figure 10 shows the mutual information between all pairs of features in dataset 6 (Synthetic NAPLAN
Test Result Data). A high value refers to a high level of mutual information. In the original dataset (LHS),
the diagonal contains high MI values for most features indicating a balanced (not highly skewed)
distribution for the feature. A low level on the diagonal indicates a distribution with outliers as seen
in the feature “Student_County_of_birth”. Similarly, features “readband” and “writband” show values
significantly less than 1. Off the diagonal, there are small but non-zero values between features “DOB”
and “SchoolID”, and between features “DOB” and “Surname” indicating some mutual information
between features or, feature dependence within this dataset.
In the aggregated dataset (RHS), the MI has again been calculated between all feature pairs. The offdiagonal values have been reduced to zero removing the feature dependence. On the diagonal, the
values for “Student_County_of_birth” and “Surname” have increased implying a less skewed
distribution for the feature. However, the MI for features such as “SchoolID” has decreased. The
implication is that, for this particular aggregation technique, the dependence between features has
been removed, but the approach has made the distribution more skewed implying introduction of
more outliers. Not all protection-through-aggregation techniques are the same.

Figure 10. Mutual Information between features before and after aggregation
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3.3 Matrix of Mutual Information
Understanding the relationship between features in a dataset provides insights as to how to create
“safer” versions of the dataset.
As an example, the relationship between features in dataset 8 (NSW Public Sector Workforce Synthetic
dataset) “age”, “salary” and “years in job” can be examined as they are independently aggregated.
The focus for aggregation are features with ordinal values and effectively treats each feature as an
independent dataset. Figure 11 shows the change in PIF (RIG95) for each single-feature dataset versus
the loss in mutual information between original and aggregated dataset. From this figure, it could be
concluded that there the significant reduction in PIF from aggregating “salary” makes it a more
obvious target for protection through aggregation compared to “age” and “years in job”.

Figure 11. A measure of PIF versus MI of Aggregated Data Fields

If however dependence between features is known, then the potential exists to more carefully control
the information loss as aggregation occurs. The concept of a Matrix of Mutual Information (MMI) was
introduced which describes the matrix of mutual information loss between a feature in a dataset and
an aggregated version of the same feature (see Figure 12). The MMI allows a more fine-grained
analysis of which features to focus on for aggregation.

Figure 12. Matrix of Mutual Information concept
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The approach to using this information is to:





Calculate the pairwise mutual information between features in the original dataset (as
discussed in Section 3.2) to create a mutual information matrix (Original MI matrix)
Aggregate each feature individually to produce a “Safer” dataset
Calculate the pairwise mutual information between each feature in the original dataset and
each feature in the aggregated dataset, the Matrix of Mutual Information (MMI)
Calculate the total MMI Loss as the change in value for each feature pair between the Original
MI matrix and the Matrix of Mutual Information.

Figure 13 outlines this process. Calculating the MMI Loss allows a means to track information loss as
aggregation is applied to make datasets safer.

Figure 13. Matrix of Mutual Information Loss

Returning to the example of dataset 8 (NSW Public Sector Workforce Synthetic dataset) as the features
of “age”, “salary” and “years in job” are independently aggregated, Figure 14 shows that the MMI loss
when aggregating the salary feature is actually greater than that when aggregating other features. The
implication is that, for a given level of PIF (RIG95), aggregating salary leads to worse utility compared
to aggregating other features in the dataset. This is in contrast to Figure 11 based on straight MI loss,
which gave the misleading picture that aggregating salary would have the least impact on utility.
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Figure 14. MMI loss for selected features in dataset 8 as each are independently aggregated

3.4 Implementation
Use of a standard PIF measure and standard thresholds allows the automated production of “safer”
versions of a dataset when aggregation (or omission) are used as the means of reducing risk of
reidentification. Figure 15 shows a simple feedback loop which does not consider any specific feature
for preferential aggregation. The example method shown is “Least 2 values aggregated” which targets
outlier values however many variations can be considered.

Figure 15. Automated PIF Evaluation

Based on the understanding of the loss of information, an example of a more sophisticated
aggregation approach is shown in Figure 16. Many ways of aggregating (or omission) may be used to
protect data, so this should be seen as an example only.
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-

Figure 16. Example workflow for creation of "safe" datasets

The discussion above shows that knowledge of feature interdependence (and mutual information
loss) has the potential to significantly improve the utility of datasets produced. Testing datasets at
each of aggregation (or omission) of features may also improve dataset utility.
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4

DEALING WITH TRAJECTORIES

One of the most significant challenges of working with people-centred data is dealing with longitudinal
data or trajectories. When the history of appointments or admissions are linked to an individual, the
ability to uniquely identify becomes very high.
4.1 Trajectory Flattening Techniques
The approach described in 0 was to “flatten” trajectories (see Figure 17) by exploring all possible subsequences for each possible feature (and all combinations of features) which can form a trajectory.
The approach can very quickly become computationally intractable as many combinations of subsequence are identified. Also, the ability to identify unique trajectories readily becomes apparent
based on simple parameters such as trajectory length or identification of a unique subsequence.

Figure 17. Trajectory decomposition

4.2 Depth Information Gain
The concept of Depth Information Gain (DIG) is analogous to cell information gain in that it considers
values along the trajectory for each cell. It relies on the ability to identify a gain (loss) of information
when the feature “trajectory” is examined. The challenge is to map a trajectory to a finite number of
features to be examined as shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Decomposition of Trajectory into features
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An evolution of the sub-sequence, the DIG approach considers the difference between steps in the
sequence and identify the most unique transitions per stage as shown in Figure 18.
The process makes use of the CIG, which identified risk by cell, so that results from the trajectory
analysis are comparable to the initial risk identification. The approach is computationally cheaper than
vector embedding unique sequences and sub-sequences and should give a worst-case estimate.

Figure 19. Trajectory decomposition

Using dataset 1 (Inmate Admissions) to describe the process (see Figure 19) :
1. Identify a feature which may contain trajectories of interest (such as prisoner I.D.)
2. Re-shape matrix from sample x feature to I.D. x feature x sample
In the dataset considered, “length” is prisoner I.D, “width” remains as features, and depth
becomes the samples themselves
3. For timesteps 2 through to the final step, concatenate preceding values for the equivalent
cell (the preceding samples for each feature, for each I.D.)
For example, if the first three samples for I.D. have values for feature “position” as 1, 2, and
3, the values become 1, 1_2, and 1_2_3. In this case, as CIG works by uniqueness, it does not
matter that we change integers to strings – the uniqueness of the values in a particular
timestep is what is being calculated.
4. Calculate CIG consecutively for the I.D. x feature matrix at the first timestep.
5. Using the original 2D (sample x feature) matrix, compare values for relevant rows, and store
the maximum CIG value out of the previously stored value and the new calculation
6. Repeat steps 4-5 for the remaining timesteps
7. Repeat steps 1-6 for any other features which may form trajectories
Step 5 ensures that any given cell will report the highest risk for any sequence it is be part of (or its
original risk, if that was equal to or higher than any sequence it is part of).
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Figure 20 shows the evolution of values of the DIG at first step and the final step. Figure 21 shows the
corresponding change in Mutual information at first step and after completion.
In these figures, the DIG baseline was performed on a subset of the dataset 1 (Inmate Admissions)
with a max sequence length of 5 The DIG value after the final step was calculated after reducing all
sequences to a max length of 2. The change in DIG shows that reducing the maximum sequence length
reduced the number of unique sequences for RACE and Inmate Status Code – both of those showed a
reduction in the maximum DIG. Some values increased by a small amount, due to the CIG calculation
depending on the number of rows and features (in this case the number of rows would have been
reduced). The change in MI showed that the distribution of data did not change much with the row
removal but results for this would vary depending on the exact dataset used.

Figure 20. DIG Baseline (Step 1) and After Processing

Figure 21. Mutual Information at Step 1 and After Processing
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This approach reduces the complexity compares to full subsequence evaluation. An automated
example implementation is shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22. Example approach to dealing with trajectories
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5. PROTECTING DATA THROUGH PERTURBATION
To this point, creating “safer” versions of a dataset has assumed aggregation or omission as the means
of reducing the PIF. Adding random “noise” to a feature is a technique used by many agencies to make
datasets safe(r) for public release.
5.1 Perturbation through Random Noise is Different
Adding random values to a data set (noise) with a strictly controlled distribution is a common
technique for protecting data from the risk of reidentification. Adding noise with a Laplace distribution
(see Figure 23) is a common approach as the random values can be tightly bound around a median
value with the distribution used to change the level of protection

Figure 23. Laplace distributions based on central (µ) and deviation (b)

An immediate challenge posed by this approach is that every row (person) can readily become unique
due to the random values applied to each feature. This renders the model of PIF, based on the smallest
identifiable cohort, unable to address the uniqueness applies to random variations in feature values.
PIF and other entropy-based measures may also have certain weaknesses as privacy metrics, including
strong outlier influence; reflect average rather than worst-case; and yield similar entropy-values for
varied distributions, making it difficult to use as a ‘metric’ to compare different systems 6.
5.2 A Differential Privacy Approach
In recent years, differential privacy has been an active area of research. Differential privacy is a
constraint which limits the disclosure of private information of records whose information is in the
database. In simple terms, an algorithm is differentially private if an observer is unable to recognise
the difference in its output of two datasets differing by an individual record, and is represented by the
expression:

6

Wagner, I., and Eckhoff, D. (2018). Technical privacy metrics: a systematic survey. ACM Computing Surveys (CSUR), 51(3), 57
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The randomised algorithm 𝒜 is defined by a ratio of eε which represents a higher risk to privacy since
there is a higher threshold of revealing differences between data sets D1 and D2.
Being founded on the notion of the difference made by the contribution of a single person or entity,
the definition of a DP algorithm directly captures a very natural and intuitive notion of a mechanism
for the release of a confidential dataset that preserves (within some specified tolerance, controlled by
the parameter ε) the privacy of individual contributors to the dataset.
The Laplace Mechanism is the most well-known DP algorithm. It involves distorting the information
contained in the input dataset by means of the injection of noise that is distributed according to the
Laplace distribution. DP algorithms may be distinguished according to whether or not the amount of
noise they inject depends on the input data set. The Laplace Mechanism is a data-independent
algorithm.
The focus of this investigation is to use the notion of a DP algorithm to derive a metric that measures
the relative safety of two given datasets. Here, a dataset is said to be safer than another dataset if the
information it contains is more amenable to being released in a privacy-preserving manner than the
information contained in the other dataset.
The hypothesis in question may be stated as follows: the less distortion that needs to be introduced
into an input dataset by a data-dependent ε-differentially private algorithm (for some fixed value of ε),
the safer the dataset.
In this case, a data-dependent DP algorithm is required for adding noise so that the noise reflects the
properties of the data set. A potential candidate is the MWEM (Exponential Mechanism with the
Multiplicative Weights) algorithm (Figure 24) 7 . MWEM operates on histogram representations of
datasets. Starting from a uniform distribution and applying the Laplace Mechanism and another wellknown DP algorithm called the Exponential Mechanism, it arrives at an approximate version of the
input histogram, samples from which can be released. The released dataset is a distorted version of
the input dataset, where the distortion is a consequence of injection of noise distributed according to
the Laplace distribution.

Figure 24. Description of the MWEM algorithm

See M. Hardt, K. Ligett, F. McSherry, “A Simple and Practical Algorithm for Differentially Private Data Release”, March 2012. Available
online https://arxiv.org/pdf/1012.4763.pdf
7
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Figure 25 shows a proposed methodology for determining the relative safety of two given
datasets, D1 and D2:
1. Fix some value of ε.
2. Represent D1 and D2 as histograms (called H1 and H2, respectively).
3. Execute MWEM on H1, obtaining an output histogram H1’.
4. Calculate the KL-divergence Δ1 between H1 and H1’.
5. Execute MWEM on H2, obtaining an output histogram H2’.
6. Calculate the KL-divergence Δ2 between H2 and H2’.
7. Set the value of the metric for the safety of D1 relative to D2 to Δ2 / Δ1.

Figure 25. Differential Privacy Approach

A few points about the above approach which serves as a template:
 many executions of MWEM as feasible should be undertaken, and a mean and variance should
be computed
 it could turn out that MWEM is not the most appropriate DP algorithm to employ, although it
is a natural way to represent adding noise to histograms. It may be more appropriate to take
an average of the metric values obtained for multiple DP algorithms.
In order to have some guidance on the selection of a suitable value of ε, one could fix a particular
‘benchmark’ value of the KL-divergence metric and take a ratio of the pair of ε values that are found
to achieve that value.
It is important to note that the two datasets in question are arbitrary. In particular, the two datasets
could be two variant ‘privatisations’ of a single confidential dataset (for example, a version obtained
by aggregation and a version obtained by noise injection). Thus, one could use the methodology to
determine which of the candidate privatisation strategies is safest for the given confidential dataset.
In such a scenario, since the metadata for the two datasets are identical, the KL-divergence metric
could be replaced by the mean squared error on some suitable fixed collection of histogram-level
queries. The modified scenario is depicted in Figure 26.
The approach of generating datasets with different values of epsilon and comparing (see Figure 27)
them allows a relative measure of privacy preservation to be explored as shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 26 Comparing relative privacy between two perturbed datasets.

Figure 27. Synthetic datasets for different values of epsilon

Figure 28. MSE as a measure of utility versus epsilon

The approach to privacy protection using differential privacy has the potential to be a complementary
approach to the utility and PIF measures described above. Understanding the baseline PIF may allow
a measure of differential privacy to be determined before perturbation. This is an area requiring
further investigation.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
We still have work to do.
This Directed Ideation demonstrated the feasibility of measures for Personal Information based on
Information Theoretic approaches, which work with protection measures based on aggregation and
omission. It also demonstrated the feasibility of measures of relative utility based on mutual
information. During the course of the event, improvements were made to protection techniques
based on identification of inter-dependence of features in a dataset.
The event also showed the potential of differential privacy-based approaches and the need for the
personal information factor to evolve to deal with perturbation as a means of protection.
Dealing with Trajectories also proved to be a major challenge worthy of much further work.
During the write up of this report, a paper was published in Nature Communications 8 which provides
a means to estimate the likelihood of a specific person to be correctly re-identified, even in a heavily
incomplete dataset.
So, whilst incomplete, the work so far is useful even if in a limited scope of data sharing and with a
specific “attacker” model in mind. Tools for utility, PIF (non-perturbed data), differential privacy
(perturbed data), mutual information between features and mutual information loss all showed real
promise for use in real-world systems.
Two of the major issues remaining are to operationalise the approaches using real datasets, and to
link the measures back to the real-world challenge of privacy so that we can start to address the
challenge of “reasonable likelihood” of reidentification.

L. Rocher, J. M. Hendrickx & Y. de Montjoye, “Estimating the success of re-identifications in incomplete datasets using generative
models”, Nature Communications, July 2019. Available online https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-019-10933-3
8
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APPENDIX A – February 2019 Event PIF Model
Cell Information Gain and Row Information Gain
One of the most important conclusions from the February 2019 was an information theoretic
framework to quantify the information gain in the case of reidentification. The framework was
grounded in concepts of information theory and cryptography.
The approach was motivated by the fact that with every dataset released, there is an increase in the
information available about a person. However, not every reidentification event is of the same severity.
The framework then allows the user to:
 reason about risks on a per-feature (per-column in the table) basis,
 find risks of particular individuals (rows in the table),
 identify comparatively high-risk individuals,
 inform anonymisation efforts on where to focus, and
 compare different anonymisation strategies.
Quantifying Information
In designing risk metrics to be used on a number of different datasets, it is important that they be
comparable. Otherwise, the values are not easily interpretable, and any attempts to set acceptable
risk thresholds are doomed to fail. To ensure that the results are comparable, we use the same units
to measure information gained by the attacker: bits.
Information theory is the field responsible for quantification of information. By building on it, we are
leveraging well-known rigorous mathematical concepts. In information theory, the bit as a basic unit
of information. For example, a coin toss is a binary choice where both options are equally likely, so it
provides exactly one bit of information. If we have a biased coin, then the two outcomes are not
equally likely and so the more likely outcome provides less than one bit of information. This makes
intuitive sense since we already expected the more likely outcome: we do not learn as much if we are
presented with information we already expect.
The approach was based on a K-L divergence calculation and produced a measure referred to as the
Cell Information Gain (CIG), a Row Information Gain (RIG) and a Feature Information Gain (FIG).
Kullback–Leibler Divergence of Probability Distributions
A probability distribution is a list, possibly infinite, of possible choices for a value, along with the
probability of each choice. For example, the probability distribution associated with a fair coin toss
lists two outcomes: heads and tails. Each outcome has probability of one half.
The Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL-divergence) measures the information gain, in bits, when we
update our belief from one probability distribution to another. If we are given a coin that may be
biased, we might have a prior probability distribution that heads and tails are equally likely. This seems
reasonable because we do not know how biased the coin is and in which direction. If we toss the coin
20 times and obtain heads 15 times, then our posterior probability distribution states that the coin’s
bias makes the probability of heads three quarters and the probability of tails one quarter. This
updated belief represents 0.19 bits of information gain. This example is summarised in Error!
Reference source not found..
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Figure 29. KL-Divergence of the coin toss example

Conversely, if upon investigation we find that our coin is unbiased, the KL-divergence of our prior and
posterior probability distributions is 0 bits. This is because the probability, as estimated by us, of the
outcome was unchanged.
When discussing reidentification, probability distributions are useful for modelling the information an
attacker has about a person. The prior distribution represents the attacker’s knowledge before they
obtain the dataset. For example, if the attacker does not know a person’s birthday, the prior would
give each possible birthday equal probability. The posterior is what the attacker has been able to find
by combining their existing information about a person with the information in the dataset. If the
dataset permits our attacker to be sure about a person’s birthday, then the posterior represents 8.5
bits of information gain. If they narrow it down to two equally likely options, then the information gain
is 7.5 bits. If they learn nothing, then the KL-divergence of the prior and the posterior is zero.
The approach can therefore quantify information gain in the situation that the attacker does not
become fully confident of a feature’s value, but merely more confident.
Cell Information Gain
The team defined the Cell Information Gain (CIG) to quantify the reidentification risk for each piece of
personal information. Every cell belongs to a row, and every row represents information about a
person. We imagine that an attacker is attempting to reidentify a person to find the value of the cell
whose CIG we are determining. We assume the attacker knows every feature of this person except
this one cell. Its CIG is then defined as the KL-divergence of the attacker’s prior and posterior beliefs
for the true value of that cell.
The prior is the attacker’s probability distribution for this cell before they attack the dataset. We often
do not have access to this, so it is estimated (approximated) within the dataset by tallying the
occurrences of every possible value of this feature across the entire dataset.
We calculate the posterior as well. Recall that at this point we have a particular person we imagine
the attacker is targeting, and we have a vector of features for this person. To every person, or row, in
the dataset we assign a probability that they are the person we seek to reidentify. For every possible
value of our cell, we tally the probabilities of the people who have this value. This calculated posterior
is compared with the prior to give us our CIG in bits.
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Feature Information Gain
We can sum the Cell Information Gain for a feature to find the Feature Information Gain (FIG) for that
feature. The FIG is a measure, in bits, of the reidentification risk of a feature. It can help us to identify
the features that are the highest risk to include in a dataset. Of course, in any decision-making process
the risk would be compared against the feature’s utility when making the decision to include or
exclude it.
Row Information Gain
We sum the Cell Information Gain for every row, or individual, of the table to obtain a Row Information
Gain (RIG). It measures how susceptible a particular individual is to having their information revealed
through reidentification in the dataset. The reason we are able to calculate a RIG by summing the CIGs
is that we used consistent, comparable units for the CIG regardless of the feature.
Method
The overall approach was to:
 Remove columns (features) with unique identifiers such as license numbers, bank account
numbers
 Estimate the distributions for each feature
 Calculate CIG values using K-L divergence
 Sum the CIG values per row to form the RIG (Row Information Gain) and per column to form
FIG (Feature Information Gain) values
 Analyse RIG and FIG values to determine safety and inform next actions
The CIG is calculated (in bits) as
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Example: Consider a sample fictitious “Medical”
dataset with CIG values shown in Figure 30.
In this dataset, Row 6 has large information gain for
the “job” feature. All rows have large information
gain for the “POSTCODE” feature.
Once identified, large CIG, RIG or FIG values can be
altered or removed to reduce the PIF.

Figure 30. Example fictitious "Medical" dataset

Having such a fine-grain resolution of the information gain lets us reason over the dataset in different
ways as described below.

Figure 31. RIG score distribution by dataset. Against each risk (in bits) on the x-axis we plot the count of individuals
whose own risk is higher than this.

Figure 31 shows the distributions of individuals’ RIG scores in two datasets. The dataset on the left has
RIG scores that are, on average, lower. However, that dataset has a very small number of individuals
who are at an elevated risk of reidentification; this is visible in the long tail in the bottom right of the
plot.
The team defined the quantity RIG95 to be the 95th percentile of the individuals’ RIGs. This is one way
of summarising the reidentification risk of the entire dataset in a single number. We also define RIGmax
as the RIG of the most at-risk individual.
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Flexibility of the Framework
The solid foundation of the team’s framework makes it possible to extend and adapt to a wider range
of use-cases.
Feature Accuracy
The framework for calculating the CIG allows inclusion of the level of noise in the information. This
affects both of the posterior computation for the cell. The approach takes the uncertainty into account
when assigning to each person the probability that they are the person being attacked. The approach
also takes this into account when tallying those probabilities, combined with the feature values across
the entire dataset, to produce a posterior for the cell. Generally, higher uncertainty in the data yields
lower CIGs.
Incorporating Broader Knowledge About the Population
If more information is known about the distribution of a particular feature in the entire population
rather than just the dataset, it is possible to base KL-divergence measure on these extended priors
rather than on the dataset alone. This potentially allows for the data safety of low coverage datasets
with unique values to be more appropriately measured.
Similarly, when creating “more safe” datasets from an example dataset, incorporating prior
knowledge of how features are distributed across a population allows the approach to take into
account broader knowledge about the data and reduce the impact of sampling on safety assessment.

Figure 32. Improved KL-divergence measures using knowledge of population distributions

Anonymisation Types
The technique for calculating CIG described here is agnostic to the kind of anonymisation used. A
common technique for anonymisation is k-anonymity. It is obvious that the general scheme works in
this case without modifications. Another approach may be to perturb the values before release. In this
case we assign an accuracy to every feature and we take that into account as described above. The
generality of this scheme comes from its solid grounding in probability theory and information theory.
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Modelling Different Attackers
By default, the team modelled the attacker as very powerful assuming they known every feature of
the person they are attempting to reidentify except from the one feature they are attempting to find.
Nonetheless, different models for the attacker are also possible. These have connections to the Safe
People aspect of the Five Safes framework.
In one model, the team assumed that the attacker knows n features of the person they are targeting.
The feature they are attempting to find is not one of those n. Reasonably, an attacker that has less
information about the person to begin with has less chance at reidentifying them. This is reflected by
lower CIG (and consequently FIG and RIG) scores across the dataset.
Another possible model of the attacker assumes that they have some information but are not fully
confident that it is correct. The level of confidence is a parameter that forms part of the assumptions
in the approach.
Intuitively, if we assume that only Safe People are permitted to view the shared dataset, we may
model the attacker as less powerful. This lets our safeguard be reflected in the reidentification risk
calculation.
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APPENDIX B – SAMPLE DATASETS
Dataset 1 – Inmate Admissions (United States open dataset)
Inmate admissions with attributes (race, gender, legal status, top charge). Record level with
unique identifier of inmates. An inmate can have multiple charges, status, admission time,
and discharged time.
301,748 rows and 7 columns,
148k unique inmate ID’s.
Reference:
o Offence Charge Code: http://ypdcrime.com/penallawlist.php
o Full dataset and description: https://data.cityofnewyork.us/Public-Safety/InmateAdmissions/6teu-xtgp

Figure 33. Sample of Inmate Admissions Dataset (United States open dataset)
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Dataset 2 – Open Parking and Camera Violations (United States open dataset)
This dataset contains Open Parking and Camera Violations issued by the City of New York
Record level on vehicle plate number with violation, and issue date. One vehicle plate can
have multiple violations over time.
39.4m rows and 19 columns
Reference:
o Full dataset and description: https://data.cityofnewyork.us/City-Government/OpenParking-and-Camera-Violations/nc67-uf89

Figure 34. Sample Open Parking and Camera Violations (United States open dataset)
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Dataset 3 – Air BNB Sydney Listings (commercial open dataset)
Publicly available information pooled by Inside Airbnb, with host ID, name, property listings,
price, coordinates, text description, etc.
37,039 rows and 106 columns, with 27,335 unique host ids.
Reference:
o Data source: http://insideairbnb.com/get-the-data.html

Figure 35. Sample of Air BNB Sydney Listings (commercial open dataset)
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Dataset 4 - NYC Green Taxi Trip Data (United States open dataset)
The green taxi trip records include fields pick-up and drop-off dates/times, pick-up and dropoff locations, trip distances, itemized fares, rate types, payment types, and driver-reported
passenger counts.
8.81m rows and 19 columns.
Reference:
o Full dataset and description: https://data.cityofnewyork.us/Transportation/2018Green-Taxi-Trip-Data/w7fs-fd9i

Figure 36. Sample of NYC Green Taxi Trip Data (United States open dataset)
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Dataset 5 - ATO Taxation Individual Statistics (Australian open datasets)
Aggregated individual taxation statistics by industry consisting financial year 2013-14, 201415, 2015-16, and 2016-17 (four separate datasets combined). Included are description of
industry, amount of tax, taxable income, medicare levy and superannuation.
2,204 rows and 138 columns
Reference:
o FY 13-14: https://data.gov.au/dataset/ds-dga-25e81c18-2083-4abe-81b60f530053c63f
o FY 2014-15: https://data.gov.au/dataset/ds-dga-5c99cfed-254d-40a6-af1c47412b7de6fe
o FY 2015-16: https://data.gov.au/dataset/ds-dga-d170213c-4391-4d10-ac24b0c11768da3f
o FY 2016-17: https://data.gov.au/dataset/ds-dga-540e3eac-f2df-48d1-9bc0fbe8dfec641f

Figure 37. Sample of ATO Taxation Individual Statistics (Australian open datasets)
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Dataset 6 - Synthetic NAPLAN Test Result Data (Synthetic dataset)
Randomly generated unit record level of student performance on the NAPLAN test. Each
record has a student’s name, country of birth, year level, one parent’s occupation group,
School ID, and the test results in the form of bands. The randomly generated test result
consists of reading, spelling, grammar and punctuation, writing, and numerical literacy. Data
is randomly generated however adheres to the major statistical properties of the original
dataset.
Reference:
o More about NAPLAN test: https://www.nap.edu.au/naplan

Figure 38. Sample of Synthetic NAPLAN Test Result Data (Synthetic dataset)
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Dataset 7 - Synthetic Hospital Admissions Data (Synthetic dataset)
Randomly generated dataset with fields including personal information (name, address, DOB,
occupation) as well as medical diagnosis from ICD10 (International Classification of Diseases
10th Revision)9. Record level of individuals admitted to the hospital with diagnosis details,
date of birth, gender, occupation, and address. Each individual synthetic patient has a
trajectory of different visit time and diagnosis.
1.4m Rows with 14 columns
96,724 unique synthetic patient ID’s
Reference:
o Prevalence of medical condition in Australia is generated from:
http://ghdx.healthdata.org/gbd-results-tool

Figure 39. Sample of Synthetic Hospital Admissions Data (Synthetic dataset)

9

See https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/icd/icd10cm.htm (accessed July 2019).
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Dataset 8 – Synthetic NSW People Matter Employee Survey (PMES) (Synthetic Dataset)
Randomly generated dataset with fields including demographic attributes of the survey
respondents (education level, age group, disability status, employment status, gender, LGBTI
status, and ethnical diversity) along with the Likert scale responses to the survey questions.
180,000 rows with 117 columns
Reference:
o More information about PMES: https://www.psc.nsw.gov.au/reports---data/peoplematter-employee-survey

Figure 40 Sample of Synthetic NSW PMES Dataset
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Dataset 9 – Synthetic NSW Workforce Profile Dataset (Synthetic Dataset)

Randomly generated dataset with fields including personal information (DOB, gender, country
of birth, minority group status, highest education level, and disability status. Each individual
synthetic government employee has a trajectory of changes in remuneration, legislation code,
salary band, and standard weekly full-time hours over three years.
900,000 rows with 15 columns
300,000 unique synthetic employees (based on Gen_Code)

Figure 41 Sample of Synthetic NSW Workforce Profile Dataset
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